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Exel is a global company providing core expertise in contract logistics and freight management. Exel
Sweden is currently in a growth phase and as part of its development, Exel strives to establish a
homogenous IT structure. A vital part of an IT structure for logistics purposes is a Warehouse
Management System (WMS). To make full use of a WMS, it is imperative to attain knowledge
regarding the capabilities of these systems. Exel has on a global level decided to use a WMS from the
WMS vendor Red Prairie. The intended system for Exel Sweden is a budget version, containing only the
most basic functions, but with the possibility for future upgrades.

The aim of this thesis is to create a knowledge base concerning the capabilities of such a system and
with its help, analyze the need for WMS at the first site, LC GOT, where Red Prairie’s WMS is to be
implemented. 

In the knowledge base I have defined a number of benefits that can derive from the effective utilization
of a WMS. Each benefit is catalogued under one of the following categories:

-Reduction of operational costs
-Less capital tied up 
-Increased customer service levels

Moreover different functions and technologies of WMS are identified and defined. In order to provide
with a holistic view of the potential role of a WMS in warehouse processes, these processes are
presented with descriptive flowcharts.

(This is the public version of the thesis and as a consequence it does not include the case study. The
reason for this is that it contains sensitive information).
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ABSTRACT 
Exel is a global company providing core expertise in contract logistics and freight 
management. Exel Sweden is currently in a growth phase and as part of its development, 
Exel strives to establish a homogenous IT structure. A vital part of an IT structure for 
logistics purposes is a Warehouse Management System (WMS). To make full use of a WMS, 
it is imperative to attain knowledge regarding the capabilities of these systems. Exel has on a 
global level decided to use a WMS from the WMS vendor Red Prairie. The intended system 
for Exel Sweden is a budget version, containing only the most basic functions, but with the 
possibility for future upgrades. 
 
The aim of this thesis is to create a knowledge base concerning the capabilities of such a 
system and with its help, analyze the need for WMS at the first site, LC GOT, where Red 
Prairie’s WMS is to be implemented.  
 
In the knowledge base I have defined a number of benefits that can derive from the effective 
utilization of a WMS. Each benefit is catalogued under one of the following categories: 
 
 Reduction of operational costs 
 Less capital tied up  
 Increased customer service levels 

 
Moreover different functions and technologies of WMS are identified and defined. In order 
to provide with a holistic view of the potential role of a WMS in warehouse processes, these 
processes are presented with descriptive flowcharts. 
 
(This is the public version of the thesis and as a consequence it does not include the case 
study. The reason for this is that it contains sensitive information). 
 
In the case analysis, the specific needs for WMS at LC GOT are checked against the 
functions and technologies defined in the knowledgebase. Finally, Red Prairie’s responses to 
the needs of LC GOT are analyzed. 
 
The main conclusion of the case study is that the present need for WMS at LC GOT is, due 
to a very low workload, very rudimentary, limited to a few basic functions and technologies; 
 
 Inventory management  
 Basic transport administrative functions 
 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)  
 Web interface technologies  

 
As a consequence of the low workload, substantial improvements should not be expected to 
derive from the implementation of the WMS. 
 
Red Prairie’s WMS is fully covering the present need for functions but does however lack 
EDI and web interfacing capabilities. The present system, GTS2000 provides with these 
technologies. Due to the high implementation costs for EDI, this capability should be 
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sustained by the old system, until financially motivated. It is however not suitable to 
maintain the web interface of the old system as it would practically double the administrative 
work. Despite the lack of expected improvements and problems related to lack of 
technologies, the new WMS will be a great asset in a possible, more work intensive future. 
But for this to be true, it needs to be effectively utilized with the appropriate upgrades. 
 
The conclusions of the thesis as a whole are that a WMS can deliver significant 
improvements to a warehouse if properly utilized. In order to achieve this, a number of 
factors have to be taken into consideration: 
 
 The technology factor: To facilitate most functions of a WMS, it needs to be supported by 

different technologies, of which Radio Frequency (RF) and Electronic Data Interchange  
(EDI) are the two most vital. 

 
 Capacity: Many of the improvements a WMS can deliver are related to the reduction of 

operational costs. This is practically done by making different warehouse processes more 
efficient. If a warehouse is operating well below its maximum capacity there is not much 
for a WMS to make more effective. 

 
 Critical mass: The implementation of a WMS can be very cost intensive and the costs are 

not completely correlated with the warehouse size. A larger warehouse will also 
experience more considerable improvements than a smaller. As a consequence of this, a 
complete WMS can be hard to financially motivate for smaller warehouses.  

 
Even though some of the capabilities of a WMS can be difficult to financially motivate, 
other things have to be taken into consideration. The single most important factor is 
customer demands. On a highly competitive market like that of 3PL/4PL providers, the 
capabilities to offer the best possible services will always be imperative for success. The 
effective utilization of WMS and other IT systems is and will continue to be essential for 
attaining this success.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter contains the background, purpose and a short introduction to 
the software systems mentioned in this thesis.   

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Exel Sweden is in a growth phase, as a consequence Exel logistics is growing in business. 
The goal for Exel is to be the prioritized global logistics partner, developing and offering 
competitive logistics solutions.  
 
As part of the development for Exel logistics, Exel strives to establish a homogenous IT 
structure within the logistics facilities in Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland. For the 
activities and processes within a warehouse to function well, they need to be supported, 
measured and controlled by an IT system. As the 3PL market grows, so does the customer 
demands for services. The customers demand a clear visibility over products, order statuses 
in stock and distribution as well as a clear view over the costs related to 3PL services. It is 
therefore of great interest to attain information regarding the functionality of a Warehouse 
Management System (WMS) and how this functionality can be utilized to support and 
control the activities and processes within a warehouse. 
 
Exel has on a global level decided to use Red Prairie’s DL(x) D WMS for its warehouses 
within the technology sector. As a consequence, this is the WMS of choice for Exel Sweden. 
In a near future, this WMS is to be implemented at a logistics centre in Gothenburg. The 
level of integration ranges from one version, exclusive of most WMS functions to a 
complete version, incorporating just about everything. It was soon obvious that the full 
version was far too expensive to implement and the need for most of its functions 
redundant. The choice was the budget version of Red Prairie, in this thesis named Red 
Prairie Lite. With this version, functions can be added later one at a time. This provides with 
the capability to extend the functions of the WMS as functional demands arise. 
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1.2 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this Master Thesis is to create a knowledge base for Warehouse Management 
Systems in order to find and specify the need for WMS functionality at the Exel warehouse 
in Gothenburg. 

1.3 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN LOGISTICS 

 
In modern supply chain management and logistics, a vital component for success is an 
efficient IT-structure. This structure is built up by a number of different components which 
often work independently. By definition, they all have different functions to fill along the 
supply chain and the area and type of operation varies a great deal between the different 
systems. In reality however one system might incorporate the functions of other systems. F. 
Straube has put all of these systems in a quadrant of operations to graphically describe and 
distinguish the diversity of systems.  
 

 
Figure 1: F. Straube; Landkarte der E-logistik (Modified and translated) 

 
 
Practically there is a system for every specific field, many of these functions also overlap one 
another, providing multiple functionality. This thesis focuses on the utilization of Warehouse 
Management Systems (WMS), belonging to the category Supply Chain Execution systems 
(SCE). As pictured in the quadrant above, SCE is about real-time logistics execution. Besides 
Warehouse Management Systems, a frequently mentioned IT-system in this thesis is the 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, with which a WMS in one way or the other 
interacts with. As a short introduction I will describe these two systems further. Brief 
descriptions of the other systems, less relevant to the thesis, are presented in the glossary. 
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1.3.1 Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

These software systems are designed to manage most or all aspects of a manufacturing or 
distribution enterprise (an expanded version of MRP (Material Requirements Planning) 
systems). ERP systems are usually broken down into modules such as Financials, Sales, 
Purchasing, Inventory Management, Manufacturing, and MRP. The modules are designed to 
work seamlessly with the rest of the system and should provide a consistent user interface 
between them. These systems usually have extensive set-up options that allow you to 
customize their functionality to your specific business needs.  Unfortunately, in the real 
world, ERP systems rarely are sufficient to meet all business needs and a myriad of other 
software packages such as Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Manufacturing 
Execution Systems (MES), Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS), Warehouse 
Management Systems (WMS) and Transportation Management Systems (TMS) are being 
sold to make up for these deficiencies. 

1.3.2 Warehouse Management System (WMS) 

A Warehouse Management System optimizes the material and information flow in a 
warehouse or distribution centre.  
 
According to the Gartner group: 
 
“WMS are applications that manage the operation of a warehouse or distribution centre. Functionality 
includes receiving, put-away, inventory management, cycle counting, task interleaving, wave planning, order 
allocation, order picking, replenishment, packing, shipping, labour management and automated material-
handling equipment interfaces. Using radio frequency (RF) technology in conjunction with bar codes provides 
the foundation of WMS, delivering accurate information in real time.”  
 
Different types of WMS 
Warehouse Management Systems are traditionally stand alone systems, “Best-of-Breed” 
(BOB) systems; meaning that the system is specifically designed for this purpose. Until 
recently these BOB systems have been the only systems offering advanced functionality.  
 
Today, an increasing number of ERP vendors offer advanced WMS functionality in the form 
of WMS modules to their ERP. Branch analysts, more or less influenced by different 
software vendors, fiercely discuss which type of system that has a future. Analysts do 
however seem to agree on the following: 
 
 ERP modules are cheaper to purchase 
 ERP functionality is at best on par with that of BOB systems 

 
If a company has the need for state of the art functionality, a BOB system is probably the 
best choice. This is accomplished by guaranteeing top functionality and thus making up for a 
higher price by providing with a better improvement perspective. But if the need is of a 
more basic nature and the ERP of the company offer WMS functionality, the ERP module is 
most likely the best choice. 
 
Prerequisites 
In order to gain the full benefits from a WMS it is imperative that: 
 
 The WMS has interfaces with the ERP-systems involved 
 The warehouse operators all use Radio Frequency (RF) devices, both hand held and 

forklift truck mounted 
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The extents of improvements provided by a WMS vary from company to company. Factors 
that decide the potential improvements are: 
 
 Present system 
 Present material flow/ Work load 
 Organization 
 Company (warehouse) size 
 Industry prerequisites 
 Business goals 
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2 METHOD 

This chapter explains the structure of the thesis and the methods used to 
collect, interpret and analyze the data that is vital for fulfilling the purpose 
stated earlier. Besides this, critics to the method as well as problems 
encountered during the writing of this thesis are discussed.  

2.1 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

 
In order to make the structure and content of this thesis more graspable and thus easier to 
follow I have outlined the different building blocks in a flowchart. The content of each 
building block is described under respective title. Besides aiding in giving a good overview of 
the thesis, the flowchart is used to provide with graphical clarification of the methods used. 
The thesis consists of two main parts, each containing separate chapters:  
 

 
Figure 2: Structure of the thesis 

2.1.1 Introduction & Method 

This first part includes the background, purpose, structure and method of the thesis. Besides 
that it also includes a short introduction to the different IT-systems that are used for logistics 
purposes. 
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2.1.2 Knowledge base 

This part of the thesis contains general information regarding Warehouse Management 
Systems. It is divided into four separate chapters: WMS-Benefits, WMS-Technologies and 
requirements, WMS-functions and WMS-processes.  
 
 WMS-Benefits 

This chapter contains basic information about WMS and the benefits that can derive 
from the effective utilization of such a system. 

 
 WMS-Technologies and requirements 

For a WMS to be fully operational it needs to be supported by the right technologies and 
also be given vital input data. These needs are accounted for in this chapter. 

 
 WMS-Functions 

To improve the warehouse productivity a WMS incorporates a number of different 
functions, these functions are defined and explained in this chapter. 

 
 WMS-Processes 

In order to present examples of how warehouse processes can be effectively managed by 
a WMS I have constructed flowcharts of the most common processes.  

2.1.3 The Case study 

This part of the thesis constitutes the case study of the Exel warehouse LC GOT. This part 
is divided into three chapters: Case Background, Case Analysis and Case Conclusions. 
 
 Case Background 

This chapter contains the information gathered at the warehouse in Gothenburg, 
including key facts, statistics and work processes described with flowcharts. 

 
 Case Analysis 

In this chapter three things are analyzed:  
- Problems at the warehouse, both of operative and system nature. 
- The present need for WMS functionality and technology 
- How the new WMS Red Prairie fulfils these needs and which improvements that are 

to be expected. 
 
 Case Conclusions 

The conclusions drawn from the case analysis is presented in this chapter. 

2.1.4 Thesis conclusions 

This chapter comprises a conclusive summary to the thesis as a whole. 

2.2 PURPOSE CLARIFICATION 

As stated earlier: 
 
“The purpose of this Master Thesis is to create a knowledge base for Warehouse Management Systems in 
order to find and specify the need for WMS functionality at the Exel warehouse in Gothenburg.” 
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This purpose can be broken down into two separate purposes: 
1. Creating a knowledge base for Warehouse Management Systems in general 
2. Finding out the need for WMS functionality at the Exel Warehouse in Gothenburg and 

the Red Prairie response to these needs. 
 
The first part of the purpose is a prerequisite for the latter, but the first part is nonetheless 
supposed to fill a purpose on its own. 

2.2.1 WMS knowledge base 

The purpose of this part is to give a holistic view of a WMS in general, this is done by 
defining the abilities of such a system, stating the different functions and presenting these in 
a context by providing with process descriptions.  

2.2.2 WMS functionality needs at the Exel Warehouse in Gothenburg 

The purpose is here to find the need for functionality at this warehouse and consequently 
analyze how the intended WMS Red Prairie in its Budget version meets these needs. Besides 
this the aim is to provide with an example of how future needs can be specified. 

2.3 PLANNING THE STUDY 

Before initializing the writing of the thesis, a rough project schedule was made. The schedule 
was given a number of tasks that were to be performed in a predefined sequence. The 
schedule was not completely fixed and thus permitting for a variety of mishaps, this proved 
to be a wise decision. 
 

 
Figure 3: Gantt schedule 

2.3.1 Attaining basic knowledge 

My knowledge about WMS was very limited before writing this thesis. I therefore concluded 
that I should set a number of weeks aside for attaining basic understanding for IT-systems in 
general and WMS in particular.  

2.3.2 Data collection 

After having attained enough knowledge to enable a good selection of needed information I 
planned to begin the collection of useful data. Because of personal interest and the relatively 
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loose planning I decided to collect a wide scope of data. I realized that the method of data 
collection would differ between the two main parts mentioned earlier. Despite these 
differences I decided to improvise, alternating my focus between the two parts whilst 
conducting the collection.  

2.3.3 Creating the knowledge base 

Following the data collection I planned to make a selection of the collected data that was 
needed for the intended knowledge base as well as for the following case study. This selected 
data was then supposed to be configured to fit in the appropriate part of the thesis. 

2.3.4 Analysis 

By making use of the knowledge base and the warehouse data I planned to conduct the 
analysis of the WMS functionality needs at the warehouse. 

2.3.5 Conclusions 

As the final step of the case study the plan was to put my conclusions regarding the analysis 
on paper.  

2.3.6 Adjustments and completion 

I knew that the final adjustments of the thesis could take a lot of time so I planned for 
having the last three weeks reserved for this task. 

2.3.7 Mishaps - changes in the planning 

As mentioned above, the plan was not made fixed in order to allow for improvisation and 
prepare for eventual changes in the plan. Since a major change of plans had to be made 13 
weeks into the working process, my fairly unfixed approach proved to be wise.  
 
In the initial stages of writing the thesis the purpose was to create the knowledge base and 
finally to participate in the implementation of a WMS. Thus the emphasis was on 
implementation and not functionality. At the time when I realised that changes had to be 
made, I was in the final stages of completing the knowledge base and had already finished 
the data collection. But since the knowledge base filled a purpose on its own, only minor 
changes had to be made. The data collection was however not sufficient for filling the 
present purpose, consequently new information had to be collected. This lead to the 
abandoning of the old planning, using it merely as a point of reference. The change of plan 
meant that a quite a lot of work had to be scrapped, thus rendering my time schedule even 
tighter. But because of the manner in which the data collection was conducted earlier, 
combined with my relaxed planning, the interruption was more easily handled than I first 
expected it to be. 

2.4 COLLECTION OF DATA 

As mentioned in the previous section, the methods of data collection differed between the 
two main parts of the thesis. As a consequence of this, the methods used for each part will 
be discussed individually.  
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2.4.1 Types of data 

Data can be either quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative data is data that can be codified in 
some meaningful way and analyzed as numbers (Torsten Thurén, 2003). Qualitative data is 
data where such meaningful quantification is difficult.  
 
Secondly, depending on which manner data is collected it can be either primary or secondary. 
Primary data is data that is collected by the researcher whereas secondary data is data, which 
is found in literature, articles or databases (Torsten Thurén, 2003). Studies that rely purely on 
primary data are unusual since almost all studies are based on some kind of theoretical 
foundation. 

2.4.2 Data collection for knowledge base 

The data collected for the knowledge base is almost exclusively qualitative. This was due to 
the complete lack of trustworthy and useful quantitative data available. Generally I 
experienced large problems with finding useful data, both qualitative and quantitative. There 
is practically no literature available concerning WMS or other SCE systems. At first I 
gathered all my secondary data from the Internet, sorting out and saving that what I 
presumed might come in hand later. I tried to concentrate on information provided by 
respected sources of information e.g. Gartner group and AMR research. Besides this I made 
use of WMS product information, provided by Exel. 
 
However this information was only covering parts of the information that I needed so I 
contacted three SCE system software vendors: Swisslog, IMI and GTS. After having 
initiated the contact I soon found out with whom I needed to discuss my problems with at 
the respective company. These three people provided me with valuable primary data, by 
answering my questions continuously over time; they also gave me much appreciated 
feedback on my progressing work. Besides this they gave me access to useful company 
information as well as recommending other more independent sources of secondary data. 

2.4.3 Data collection for case study 

The data required specifically for the case study was primarily of qualitative, primary nature. 
Even though some quantitative data was collected, the data was analyzed from a qualitative 
perspective. The main bulk of the data was collected during a two day visit at the warehouse 
in question. After this initial data collection had been performed I filled in the gaps of 
information by discussing with the people involved as well as making use of some basic 
statistics. 
 
The data collection performed on site in Gothenburg was prepared by stating a number of 
questions I needed to find an answer to: 
 

1. How is the inventory located?  
2. What resources are at hand? 
3. What are the warehouse statistics? 
4. How is the invoicing of the customers performed? 
5. What is the layout of the warehouse? 
6. What are the difficulties with the present system? 

 
The answers to these questions were found by using the following three methods: 
 
 Interviewing the warehouse employees 
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 Participating in the daily work routines 
 Inspecting and making notes  

 
By doing this I got the answers I wanted whilst gathering other valuable information. This 
on site visit also raised new questions which I found the answers to continuously over the 
data collection phase.  

2.4.4 Critics to the collection of data 

As a consequence of the limited time frame combined with uncertainties regarding the 
planning, the data collection for the knowledge base had its limitations. The data collection 
could probably have benefited from the access of further information. A couple of more 
WMS vendor sources would have helped to create a Knowledge base more applicable to the 
general case. 
 
The data collection also has a weakness in terms of independent information. The reason for 
this is mainly the lack of useful data available, some research institutes do provide with 
research reports that could have been useful. However, these reports are not free of charge 
and after having accessed some of this information I concluded that the level of useful 
information was limited at best.  

2.4.5 Presentation of references 

What I wanted to do was to gather information and with this information create a 
knowledgebase that would picture a WMS as general as possible. Since independent sources 
were difficult to find I had to study a variety of different materials, covering the same area. 
The knowledgebase was created by weighing multiple sources and then presenting 
something as close to a general picture as possible. This approach made it difficult to present 
the references in a normal way. However, on occasions where figures/statistics are presented 
the source is clearly presented. This is also true for the times when one single source has 
been used.  
 
Moreover can it be said that the electronic references not are presented in the best possible 
order. This is true but because of the above mentioned problematic, I soon gave up on 
keeping exact times in register. The interviews were performed continuously over time, why 
I choose not present date/time for the interviews.  
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2.5 THE ANALYSIS 

The case analysis was conducted in 5 different steps, each step laying the foundation for the 
following, but also providing with information on their own: 
 

 
Figure 4: The analysis 

 
1. In this the first step, problems based on the information presented in the chapter 

“Case Background” are discussed. 
 
2. Based on information deriving from the problem analysis together with the 

functionality information presented in the ”Knowledge base”, the need for 
functionality is analyzed in this step. 

 
3. By analyzing the information deriving from the previous steps and the technology 

information from the “Knowledge base”, the need for technology is presented in this 
step of the analysis.  

 
4. In this step the needs presented in the previous steps are compared to what Red 

Prairie Lite offer in terms of functionality and technology. 
 

5. Based on the results of step four and the WMS benefits presented in the 
“Knowledge base”, the improvements that are to be expected after the 
implementation are analyzed. 

 
6. Finally, in this the last step of the analysis, the most obvious shortcomings of Red 

Prairie are discussed and analyzed. 
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2.6  DELIMITATIONS 

This thesis focuses on WMS utilization from a 3PL/4PL perspective; consequently it is 
rather less applicable to situations involving other types of warehousing operations e.g. 
replenishment to production. The thesis treats WMS-functions/processes/and Benefits 
from a qualitative standpoint, without providing exact numbers. The analysis is therefore not 
conducted using calculations of any sort, the reason for this is that quantitative analyses of 
this sort are very hard to make feasible.  

2.7 CRITICS TO THE METHOD 

In this section I will discuss some critics to and consequences of the method used for this 
thesis. I have already presented some critics to the collection of data but will here present 
some overall criticism. A normal way of doing this is to discuss the method in terms of 
validity and reliability. 

2.7.1 Reliability 

Reliability is a concept that deals with the accuracy of the data collection method and how 
well the method can withstand unwanted influence of disturbing factors. If data was to be 
collected several times and the results always were the same, the method would be reliable 
(Torsten Thurén 2003). As explained earlier, there are not many independent sources that 
cover the information that was needed in the knowledgebase. Instead I had to rely on 
information provided by WMS vendors. Using the information from just one company 
would have given this thesis a very low reliability; when collecting this kind of information as 
many sources as possible should be considered. The main bulk of WMS information was 
collected from three different software vendors. Since all three sources provided me with 
similar data I concluded that the collection of data was adequate. The study would however 
clearly have benefited from more sources.   

2.7.2 Validity 

The concept of validity indicates the degree to which an evaluation provides information 
that is relevant and adequate for the intended purpose, the extent to which a measurement 
instrument actually measures what it is designed to measure (Torsten Thurén 2003). 
Considering the two purposes of this thesis separately, the purpose stated for the 
construction of the knowledgebase is satisfyingly performed. What I wanted to describe was 
the concept of WMS, in terms of benefits and operation. Considering the case part of the 
purpose, my aim was to find out the need for WMS at LC GOT. This part of the study 
could have benefited from a deeper on site research.  
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3 WMS – POTENTIAL BENEFITS 

 

This chapter describes the improvements that can be expected to derive from 
the effective utilization of a WMS. These improvements can be divided into 
the following three areas: Reduction of the operational cost, increased 
customer service levels and the reduction of capital tied up. 

3.1 REDUCTION OF THE OPERATIONAL COSTS 

 

  

 

 

 

 

The effective utilization of a WMS leads to many 
improvements that all increases the efficiency. A 
normal workload for a typical forklift operator 
without the support of a WMS can be seen in 
the time study to the right. A number of 
efficiency increasing improvements can be 
achieved through a WMS. One good example of 
this is the time spent to search for a free 
space/sector in the warehouse, some expert’s 
estimates the time a forklift operator (without 
WMS) searches to 20% of the total work-time 
(source: Swisslog).  

Figure 5: Forklift time study (source: MMH.com)

3.1.1 Shorter waiting times 

The WMS works through radio terminals and in real time in order to control the work, the 
next task will be issued immediately. Warehouse employees are always directed to the next 
assignment that has the highest priority. There is no need to ask the foreman, to collect the 
next task through a paper pile or to drive around in the warehouse to find the next task. The 
work-time will become more efficient.  
 
The WMS handles prioritized replenishment and this will in turn make sure that there always 
is enough material in the picking locations and subsequently the waiting time for the pickers 
will be eliminated or minimized.  
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3.1.2 Shorter lead times 

The fact that the WMS controls and optimizes the work does not only minimize the waiting 
time it will also affect different lead times in the warehouse. For the receiving this could 
mean that the operators are given specific handling instructions for a purchase order or a 
return, this is done to avoid the need to handle products/articles more than once. Through 
the controlled put-away the system does not only help to find a free location, it also works 
with different warehouse zones to optimize the transport distance. For the shipping the 
WMS controls the work against set goals. One example could be set departures, which 
would mean the possibility to focus the resources on the right thing at the right time. The 
same can be applied to customer orders or order groups, if any of these are behind the 
planned deadline it is possible to increase the priority in order to safeguard the completion in 
time for the deadline. By providing the possibility to combine several customer orders during 
the picking it is possible to shorten the lead-time for the individual order. 

3.1.3 Increased productivity 

When the WMS controls and optimizes the tasking, the system does not only use the priority 
but also considers the location of the operator. This means that the WMS uses both priority 
of the next task and proximity logic when distributing the tasks. This combination gives a big 
efficiency increase.  

3.1.4 Less administrations 

The administration is decreased with the aid of WMS, through the use of barcodes in the 
different steps of the warehouse material flow; the information is transferred in real time 
from the operators to the WMS and the ERP-system without any extra typing needed to 
transfer the information. With the aid of RF terminals the need to first note any deviation on 
paper and then register it into the system in a second step, will disappear. This is true for 
receiving, put-away, picking, transfer and the generation of reports and shipment 
documentation. The information is registered only once and follows the product/article or 
customer order through the supply chain.  

3.1.5 Increased space/building utilisation 

Higher flexibility and increased utilization of the warehouse locations/sectors is achieved in 
the WMS through the real time operation. To put it simple: the WMS has an updated picture 
of the warehouse at all times. Swisslog has experienced that the utilization can be increased 
up to more than 98% of the locations/sectors without any loss in productivity. This could 
enable companies to eliminate or minimize the use of external warehouses.  

3.1.6 Reduced handling through new functionality 

WMS reduces the necessary handling steps needed through the use of functions like cross-
docking. The function ”Cross-docking” means that after receiving, the products are not 
stored; they are instead transferred directly to the shipping, thus minimizing the physical 
handling.  

3.1.7 Faster introduction of new employees 

By using a WMS the warehouse will receive a much faster introduction of new employees. 
Simply by following the step by step instructions on the terminal and gradually receiving 
higher access to the WMS. The WMS also informs the new operator if a mistake is being 
made frequently also what mistake has been made and how to correct it. Apart from 
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minimizing the introduction of new employees and securing the quality of the performed 
work, the WMS enables the existing employees to free time that otherwise would have been 
spent on the introduction of new employees.  

3.2 INCREASED CUSTOMER SERVICE 

The ability of a company to live up to the customer’s expectations is essential for a 
company’s success. To be able to secure the quality level that the customers expect is of 
great importance in the highly competitive 3PL market. If this is combined with the 
possibility to reduce cost for customer service and financial departments, as well as the 
transport costs by raising the delivery service, it is possible to free capital that can be 
invested in another part of the company.  

3.2.1 Eliminated/reduced handling errors 

With a WMS the handling errors are eliminated or reduced by the use of barcodes. The 
operators confirm put-away, replenishments and the picking by scanning a barcode, thus 
securing the quality. This reduces the error cost for customer service, financial department, 
warehouse handling and transportation. The WMS enables tracing on product/article level, 
production batches, purchase orders or departures, thus securing that the right 
product/article is delivered to the right customer. The WMS supports the ability to 
block/”put on hold” products/articles directly on the location/sector or on a specific 
location/sector/zone. It is also easy to trace/find products/articles that have been shipped 
or need to be “put on hold”.  
 

3.2.2 Less overage/costs (write-offs) 

Less overage or less cost is achieved in the WMS by controlling the inventory turnover 
considering FIFO (First In First Out), best before date, last sales date, production batch, 
production date, etc. One example is that by not following FIFO some products/articles can 
be left in the warehouse for to long (Computers and other tech-products tend to loose value 
fast over time).  

3.2.3 Increase in quality 

The quality increases also by the possibility to receive correct information in the right time in 
the WMS. For example: Customer unique packing instruction when packing that order.  

3.2.4 Increased security  

The WMS safeguards so that no deadline or departure is being missed; this is also increasing 
the quality.  

3.3 LESS CAPITAL TIED UP  

Each activity of handling is confirmed by a barcode scan. This can remarkably improve the 
inventory accuracy, which can be used to reduce the inventory levels. This reduction of the 
inventory levels can give savings depending on the actual storage cost.  
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According to Swisslog: 
 
 “A common tool for a rough estimate of the storage cost (inventory carrying cost) is to take 25% of the 
inventory value. Combining this with the fact that some of our customers have succeeded to reduce their 
inventory with up to 50% it shows a huge potential to free tide up capital.”  

3.3.1 Control on the inventory 

A WMS enables a greater control of the inventory through the use of unique license plating. 
The system supports running cycle count witch means that the operators will perform the 
cycle count for a specific location/sector when they are at the location for another task e.g. 
put-away or picking  

3.3.2 Faster and more accurate information 

Through the use of WMS different information is instantly accessible for those who need 
them. When a task is completed the information is transferred to other systems e.g. ERP or 
carrier system. The quality of the information is high through the use of barcodes to confirm 
different activities. This information can be used to decide inventory levels, productivity and 
different key figures.  
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4 WMS - INFORMATION AND 
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 

In this chapter, the technologies and information requirements of WMS are 
described and discussed. 

Information is vital for making full use of WMS capabilities. To be able to analyze and 
optimize warehousing operations, various input information is needed. Information 
regarding all different entities in the warehouse as well as information about the physical 
layout of the warehouse itself is the most important information. Besides this, during 
operations the WMS needs information from external systems to plan and optimize the 
warehouse processes. To enable a real-time flow of this information, the WMS needs to be 
able to interface in one way or the other with these external systems. 
 
With advanced software comes the need for advanced technologies, Warehouse 
Management Systems make no exception to this rule. Obviously, a WMS needs at least one 
PC/server to be able to run at all. But besides this very fundamental need, there are other 
technologies that must be at hand in order to make full use of a WMS. With just a server and 
a couple of terminals connected via a Local Area Network (LAN), only the most basic 
functions are available. For many smaller warehouses this can be sufficient, the basic needs 
for transactions and inventory management can still be fulfilled. But sometimes even small 
warehouses need more advanced functions. This might be the case if suppliers or customers 
demand the use of EDI, for instance. In other occasions the small warehouse might be part 
of a large multinational company, with needs for total control and visibility along the supply 
chain. Even though the technology might seem redundant from a local point of view, it 
might be seen as crucial in the wider perspective. Almost all warehouses can benefit from 
technologies concerning integration/communication with external systems. 
 
When it comes to larger more advanced warehouses, complete WMS functions are vital for 
effective warehouse processes. For all these functions to work, they need to be supported by 
the right hardware. In this chapter vital components like input information as well as 
technologies will be described. 
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Figure 6: Requirements 

 

4.1 SYSTEM INTEGRATION/INTERFACING 

Along the supply chain there are a vast number of different systems active. For the supply 
chain to be properly managed and the individual systems to be used to their full extent, all 
systems need to be connected to one another. In the optimal supply chain, both information 
and physical flows are effectively managed. A WMS is in one way or the other exchanging 
information with a number of external systems, these can be customer/supplier ERP, 
transporters TMS among others. For this to be possible the WMS needs to be able to 
interface with these other systems.  

 
Figure 7: System interfacing 

 
Information can of course be exchanged manually, with human involvement in every step of 
the process. But for things to run smoother and more precise, a WMS should be able to 
interface with external systems. This interfacing can be of varying complexity, from having 
just one step automated to having the two systems communicating, completely integrated 
with one another. But for this interaction to function, it is vital to have all systems connected 
via some kind of EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) connection. 
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Besides data exchanges between different systems, the information stored in a system might 
be of interest to others than the warehouse management. A warehouse for 3PL warehousing 
services must often provide customers with information e.g. stock levels. In case the WMS is 
not fully capable of interfacing with the customer ERP, the WMS needs to provide with 
some interface function e.g. web interface. This more basic kind of interfacing allows for 
information to be easily accessed over the Internet. 

4.1.1 Example of system information exchange 

As an order destined to the Warehouse is generated by the ERP of a customer, the 
information has to be received by the WMS. This can be done manually, by phone, email or 
fax to the warehouse. For this order to be registered in the WMS a number of actions have 
to be performed: 
  

1. The ERP has to generate an order, 
2. The operator of the customer has to print this order and send it via fax or mail to 

the warehouse, 
3. The warehouse operators have to receive and acknowledge the phone call, fax or 

email, 
4. The order has to be manually registered in the WMS. 
 

This is not only a time consuming process, there are a number of steps in which a human 
error can occur. The alternative is to have the process automated; this greatly reduces both 
error rate and time consumption. In an automated process the order generated by the ERP is 
automatically sent to the WMS and is direct upon arrival registered. Besides the direct 
benefits of time and error reduction, this process greatly increases the possibilities to make 
effective planning and gives a real-time visibility for the entire operation. The interchange of 
electronic information is generally called Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and will be 
discussed in the following section. 

4.2 EDI 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) means, practically computer-computer transfer of 
documents, typically between different organizations. Examples of such documents are 
invoices and orders. To enable this sort of transfer of information between organizations, 
the parties have to agree upon which semantics, syntax and data transfer method to use. A 
number of different standards for these syntaxes are in use today:  
 
 EDIFACT 
 ANSI X12 
 Tradacom 
 XML 

 
EDIFACT is the standard most commonly used in Business to Business (B2B) 
communication; this standard is also the only one with an ISO certification. But there are 
drawbacks with EDIFACT and in response to this alternatives are being developed. The 
most promising is the use of XML for EDI transactions.  
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4.2.1 UN/EDIFACT 

To come up with a syntax standard for Business to Business communication the United 
Nations Standard Messages Directory for Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, 
Commerce and Transport (UN/EDIFACT) came up with a standard, named EDIFACT. 
These standardized messages are transferred in a compressed form and use predefined field 
identifiers that have to occur in a predefined sequence. The structure of all EDIFACT 
messages is regulated according the ISO9735 and ISO7372 norm.  
 
Converting and transmitting EDI/EDIFACT messages 
One way of looking at EDIFACT messages is as replacements for paper documents; this 
was after all the intended use for EDI messages. The aim was to make things run faster and 
make the business processes more reliable. To put it simple, people wanted their orders and 
invoices to be digitalized and sent electronically, thus saving time and achieving higher 
efficiency in comparison to the old paper based processes.  
 
For an EDI message to be transferred from one system (e.g. ERP, WMS) to another, 
demands that the message sent from one system can be interpreted by the receiving system. 
Since systems differ quite a lot, this is often a rather complicated operation. The information 
needs to be converted to a format that the receiving system can interpret, for practical 
reasons the format of the information need to follow some standard, which both the 
receiving and the sending part can agree upon to use. EDIFACT is such a standard format. 
 
For example: Company A wants to send its customer, company B an invoice for delivered 
goods. The invoice is stored as a file in the WMS system of company A, the information 
contained in this file is to be sent to company B. The problem is that the two systems are 
rather different and not compatible, therefore the file cannot be directly sent to the ERP of 
company B, and it has to be converted to a format understandable by the receiving system. 
This is done using a converter software, this software converts the original file into a text file 
with information written in the agreed upon EDIFACT format. This file is then sent to 
company B, where the EDIFACT file is converted to a file format used by the ERP of 
company B. The invoice can now be dealt with according to the usual procedures of the 
company. 
 

 
Figure 8: EDI transfer 

 
 
EDI messages are normally transferred over the Internet or a VAN (Value Added Network) 
with the use of various protocols; via File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or via email, in other 
words via SMTP/POP3 or IMAP4 and a wide variety of other protocols. For security 
reasons, EDI connections are mostly established over a VAN or other non Internet 
connections (e.g. ISDN). Exel uses the X.400 mailbox system, OFTP or FTP. 
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All EDI messages have the data element as the basic unit of information. For example: the 
articles included in an EDI order or invoice is represented by data elements, these can be 
grouped into compound data elements which on their hand can be grouped into data segments. 
Data segments can be grouped into loops and these and/or data segments can be grouped to 
form business documents. 
 
The user data segments may include a vast number of different data segments not regulated 
by ISO9735. These can instead be regulated by an EDIFACT-subset, stated by branches who 
want to standardize the messages to fit the needs of messages in their operations. The subset 
most commonly used in Swedish transportation business is called IFTMIN. 
 
Advantages & Weaknesses of EDIFACT  
The main advantage of EDIFACT is that the standard a long time has been and still is 
widely accepted and used for EDI. Another advantage is that the information is compressed 
and thus creating small files, something that was very important in the beginning of EDI 
usage. With the hardware of today and especially the use of the Internet, small files are not 
that vital anymore but it is none the less an advantage. 
 
EDIFACT is a rather complicated business, requiring a great deal from the people working 
with it. Not many programmers are skilled to work with EDIFACT and there are a lot of 
different subsets with varying functions. To set up an EDI function, not only need the 
programmers to master the EDIFACT standard, they also need to have an extensive 
knowledge about the different systems, for which the EDI transfers are intended. This 
because of the fact that they have to program the converter software, making it capable of 
converting files of one system into EDIFACT format and the other way around. This has to 
be done separately for all unique systems involved, making it a very time consuming and 
thus expensive process.    

4.2.2 XML 

Extensible Markup Language (XML) has together with the Hyper Text Markup Language 
(HTML) derived from the ISO Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). XML was 
developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).  
 
XML/EDI is an Internet based EDI in which business documents are translated into a 
XML syntax. This syntax has become very popular for exchange of information on the web. 
Responsible for Internet standards is formally the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), 
but lately the W3C has been involved with development of web standards. There is actually 
only one true standard of XML, the XML 1.0 developed by W3C. To this standard there are 
a variety of frameworks developed by different companies and consortiums, the following 
three are the most renowned: 
 
 Biz Talk (Microsoft), 
 ebXML (UN/CEFACT & OASIS), 
 RosettaNet (RosettaNet consortium). 

 
Advantages & weaknesses of XML/EDI 
There are a number of advantages with XML/EDI. Since there are no patents, there are no 
license fees and the standard will not change because of commercial interests. XML can be 
run on any platform; independent of operating system, applications and databases. 
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The meaning of different data and the way it is presented can be defined by the user; 
consequently, XML is very flexible. An XML message is very structured and easy to 
manually interpret, making it less complicated to work with. Since XML is less complicated, 
the requirements of programmers are far less than for programmers working with traditional 
EDI. XML does have three main weaknesses; the files are in comparison to EDIFACT files 
large, it has not yet been widely adopted by the market and there is no “true” standard for 
XML, as there is for traditional EDI with the EDIFACT standard. 

4.3 RADIO FREQUENCY (RF)  

Radio frequency technologies refer to the portable data collection devices that use radio 
frequency to transmit data to host system in warehousing processes. The use of this kind of 
equipment greatly increases accuracy and productivity in warehouse operations and is vital 
for tasks to take place in real-time. Consequently, the use of RF-technology is a prerequisite 
for making full use of WMS functionality.  
 
These portable RF devices are normally managed with the use of the 
operator’s hands. As an extension to this, many WMS offer some kind of 
voice-picking capability. When utilizing voice-picking, the warehouse 
employee can concentrate on picking, using their voice to communicate 
with the system. This can increase the pick-rate but is sensitive to 
surrounding noises, potentially increasing the error-rate.   Figure 9: Voice picking
 
For almost all WMS functions described in this thesis, the use of these kinds of technologies 
is assumed. Equipment incorporated in complete RF-architecture ranges from small hand 
held scanning devices to full screen on-board computers fitted on different Material 
Handling Equipments (MHE). With every unit connected via RF, tasks can be dispatched to 
operators wherever they are, in real-time and after having performed these tasks the tasks are 
registered in the WMS as completed.  
 
RF normally uses standard W-LAN technology to connect to the network backbone in the 
warehouse. The different RF-units are controlled by a separate application server, managing 
the RF-connections and communicating with the WMS over the local network. 

 
Figure 10: Industri Matematik´s RF system architecture 
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4.3.1 Barcode 

As described later under “visibility”, all articles and items in the 
warehouse are equipped with license plates for identification purposes. 
These license plates are fitted with a Barcode, usually some EAN 
standard (e.g. EAN-128). The use of handheld barcode scanners to 
identify items in warehouse activities is also to be considered a 
prerequisite for optimal WMS usage.  

 Figure 11: Barcode tag 

4.3.2 RFID 

There are alternatives to the Barcode technology; Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) is 
slowly becoming more commonly used. RFID is a method of remotely storing and retrieving 
data using devices called RFID tags. An RFID tag is a small object, such as an adhesive 
sticker, that can be attached to or incorporated into a product. RFID tags contain antennas 
to enable them to receive and respond to RF queries from an RFID transceiver. This 
technology is most likely to be become fully adopted in the future, but not in several years. 
In the table below some pros and cons regarding RFID vs. Barcode are listed: 
 

Barcode RFID Transponder 
Pros: Pros: 
- Inexpensive and easy production - Identification without line of sight 
- International standard e.g. EAN 128 - Multiple object may simultaneously be 

scanned 
- Inexpensive read devices - Superior amounts of data can be stored 
Cons: - Data may be modified several times 
- Dependent on line of sight for reading - Less sensitive to dirt and temperature 
- Dirt affect reading capabilities Cons: 
- The more information the more sensitive is 
the barcode 

- Expensive production (becoming cheaper 
every year) 

 - No international standard 
Source: Prof. Dr.-ing. H. Baumgarten 2003-2004 

4.4 INFORMATION NEEDED BY THE WMS 

To make full use of the capabilities delivered by a WMS, the system needs complete 
definitions of all different entities involved in the warehousing operation. While some 
information only is needed for advanced WMS functions, other is crucial for the most basic 
operations. In this section, typical definitions and information of warehousing entities are 
presented. 

4.4.1 Warehouse Mapping 

In order to direct a warehouse operator to a certain location, a WMS needs some kind of 
map of the warehouse. A warehouse can consist of various areas, e.g. rack area and bulk 
area. These areas have to be properly defined and broken down into smaller areas for the 
WMS to effectively direct operators. There are a number of different ways to map a 
warehouse; I will hereby present one possibility: 
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A rack area can be defined as a work centre. This work centre can then be broken down into 
work areas. To build the map of these work centres and areas, suitable building blocks are 
needed. These building blocks can be called work zones, containing a number of adjacent 
locations e.g. all locations in an aisle.  
 

 
Figure 12: Warehouse mapping 

4.4.2 Customer 

Customers are defined as entities that the operations in the warehouse are executed for. 
These operations (services) can be receiving, storing and shipping of goods. 
• Customer code 
• Customer name 
• Customer address information 
 

• Customer phone/fax number 
• Customer contact 
 

4.4.3 Supplier 

Suppliers are defined as providers that are contracted to supply the warehouse with goods. 
• Supplier code 
• Supplier name 
• Supplier address information 
 

• Supplier phone/fax number 
• Supplier contact 
• EDI Files required 
 

4.4.4 Warehouse 

The Warehouse itself is defined as the entity within which all activities take place. 
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• Warehouse Name 
• Warehouse Address 
• Warehouse code 
• Zones 
 

• Areas 
• Location Types 
• Location codes 
 

4.4.5 Parts 

Parts are defined as the entities of raw material or finished SKUs that are received, stored or 
shipped. 
 
• Customer code 
• Supplier code 
• Owner code 
• Part number 
• Customer part number 
• Supplier part number 
• Part number description 
• Detrash level 
• tracking types 
• ESD 
• Customs 
 

• Aging limit / shelf life 
• Alternate parts / substitute part 
• Dangerous goods 
• Dimensions 
• Weight 
• Product groups 
• Logical inventory bucket types 
• Units of measure 
• Number of units/sku per box 
• Number of boxes per pallets 
• Number of units/sku per pallets 
 
 

4.4.6 Material Handling Equipment (MHE) 

MHEs are defined as the physical machinery that is used to perform the various activities in 
the warehouse. A MHE can be a fork lift truck, reach truck, stapler or any other kind of 
machinery Involved in warehouse activities. 

• Equipment Type 
• Equipment Name 
• Equipment Number 

 

 

• Equipment Restriction: Dimensions, load 
capabilities, e.g. number of pallets/load max 
weight/load 
• Periodic Maintenance Details 
• Height Restriction 
 

4.4.7 Load Carriers 

Load carriers are defined as entities that are used to contain parts in warehouse activities. 
Typical load carriers are pallets, totes, roll cages and barrels.  
• Unique carrier number 
• Type (e.g. tote) 
• Carrier role (e.g. item, pick or consolidation 
carrier) 
 
 

• Dimensions 
• Location 
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4.4.8 Locations 

Locations are defined as the places where other entities of the warehouse can be situated. 
These locations can be of rack, bulk, shelf or any other type used in the warehouse. 
• Location number 
• Location area/zone 
• Location restrictions (max weight etc.)  
 

• XYZ-coordinates 
• Dimensions 
• Location type (e.g. Rack, bulk etc.)  
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5 WMS - FUNCTIONS  

This chapter contains descriptions/definitions of the different functions 
incorporated in a WMS 

Warehouse management systems are supply chain execution systems, used to effectively 
manage the operations within a warehouse or distribution centre. For this management to be 
effective, a WMS make use of a variety of functions. This chapter of the thesis aims to 
describe the most typical functions of a WMS. The functions of a WMS can be divided into 
core functions, extended functions and “best practise” functions (see figure 10).  
 
Core functions are functions that are central for the management of the processes in 
warehousing operations. These functions are described first in this chapter. The capabilities 
of a WMS provide many opportunities to make the warehousing operations more effective, 
directly and indirectly.  
 
The core functions can be considered to directly increase productivity. The effective use and 
combination of different core functionalities can generate new functions to the WMS. These 
functions are usually known as best practise functions, two such functions are described in 
this thesis: Kitting and Slotting. 
 
Besides the functionality mentioned above, it is becoming increasingly common for WMS 
vendors to offer functions traditionally provided as separate systems. These functions are 
referred to as extended WMS functions and contribute indirectly to the overall warehousing 
performance. The four most common extended functions are briefly described last in this 
chapter.  
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Figure 13: WMS functions 

 

5.1 HANDLING OF ADVANCED SHIPMENT 
NOTIFICATIONS (ASN) 

 
An ASN is used to notify the recipient of a shipment. They can be both paper-based and 
electronic, for an automated process, electronic ASN are to be preferred. For instance, an 
ASN can be sent from the supplier ERP to the WMS in order to enable efficient planning. 
In this way an optimal handling of the incoming shipment can be planned well before the 
arrival of the shipment. Consequently, the sending and handling of electronic ASN can 
greatly improve warehouse efficiency. The information contained in an ASN can be just 
about everything that is needed for sufficient planning, typically they contain: 
 
 PO numbers, 
 SKU numbers, 
 Quantity, 
 Load carrier type/number, 
 Bill of lading number etc. 

 
Generally, ASN systems are combined with barcode-labelling in order to enable efficient 
handling with RF equipment. 
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5.2 TASK MANAGEMENT 

WMS task management features functionalities to optimize the processes of all activities in 
the warehouse. The WMS defines activities such as: put away, replenishment, transfers, cycle 
counts and picking as generic tasks. A certain task is given to a warehouse operator 
depending on a variety of rules, set up to achieve maximum efficiency in the warehouse 
operations. 

5.2.1 Task priority management 

As tasks are generated, they are given different priorities according to task type and urgency 
and are placed in a task queue. These priorities can then change automatically due to 
different reasons (e.g. time in queue or latest/earliest start time). Priorities can also be 
manually managed if needed. Depending on the WMS, tasks contain different information, 
but generally they contain information like task type and task destination zone/location. 

 

 

5.2.2 Task dispatching/interleaving  

To give the right task to the right operator at 
the right time, the WMS dispatches tasks in 
the queue following a set of rules. These 
rules are typically based on some or all of the 
following parameters: 
 
 Task type 
 Load carrier 
 Priority and queue time 
 Least travel path/time 
 MHE characteristics 
 Speed 

 
By following these rules when dispatching 
tasks, idle and travel time can be significantly 
reduced.  
 
The use of logic functions like task proximity 
is an example of a good way to save travel 
time, which accounts for around 60% of 
total pick order time. Making use of MHE 
characteristics information and load carrier 
information kept in the system, the WMS 
dispatches a certain task to an operator, 
operating a MHE qualified to complete the 
task given (e.g. reach height, max load etc.). 

Figure 14: Task interleaving (Source: Swisslog) 
  
 

Since some trucks are capable of carrying more than one load carrier (e.g. pallet) at a time, 
the WMS can analyze the MHE and load carrier definitions and thus give a feasible 
combination of two tasks to an operator. Information to take into consideration when 
dispatching a combination of tasks is also the locations of the tasks involved, for two tasks 
with similar pick-up and drop locations a combination of these tasks into one can be very 
efficient.  
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To enable the use of these more advanced task management functions, a good mapping of 
the warehouse is crucial, together with the use of the right hardware (e.g. on-board 
computers and RF). 

5.3 STORAGE/PUT AWAY MANAGEMENT 

For effective warehousing, well managed storage and put away routines are crucial. To 
achieve this, there are many things that have to be considered. The functions of a WMS can 
be a great aid when striving to reach optimized storage and put away operations.  

5.3.1 Storage management 

 
When selecting the optimal storage location for an item there are mainly three things to take 
into consideration: effective warehouse operations, safety/security aspects and physical 
limitations.  
 
The use of ABC-categorization is the most common principal to achieve optimal storage of 
items in a warehouse, taking into consideration whether an item is a slow, medium or fast 
moving item (see glossary for details). Besides striving for effective storage, safety regulations 
and other aspects like high value have to be considered when choosing the location for an 
item. For example: Flammable items are to be stored according to safety regulations and for 
items of high value, separate high-value storage can be considered. Last but not least, the 
physical characteristics of the load carrier, location and storage item (e.g. weight and 
dimensions) have to be taken into account in the storage process. 
 
A WMS can take these and other aspects of storage selection into consideration when 
deciding for, or recommending a storage location. 

5.3.2 Put away management 

 
Before an item is received at the warehouse, an ASN or other information regarding the 
shipment has been received. This information is used to effectively plan for the put away of 
the incoming goods. In general, three alternatives for put away are possible: Cross-docking, 
replenishment of pick locations or storage buffer for pick locations. Cross-docking 
shipments are directed to the shipping dock or to a temporary location (see cross-docking). 
If the incoming item is to be stored in the warehouse, the WMS analyzes the pick location 
and buffer quantity for the item. When sufficient space is available at the pick location, the 
item is directed there, if not the item will be put away in the buffer for that item.  
 
An item might have a number of dedicated, non-dedicated or floating storage locations, 
when giving a warehouse operator a put away task, these locations and a variety of other 
things are considered. Put away tasks are like all other tasks managed with the task 
management functions of the WMS, to achieve an overall maximum efficiency. If an item 
has one dedicated location, the put away is directed there. If an item has got more than one 
or no dedicated positions, the WMS follows the criteria stated in the storage management 
section above to find the optimal put away location. Besides that, the WMS takes conditions 
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like, travel path and MHE limitations into account in order to accomplish a combination of 
optimal item storage and task execution.  

5.4 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

5.4.1 Cycle counts 

This refers to the physical counting of stock on a continuous basis, rather than counting 
stock periodically. A cycle is the time required to count all items in the inventory at least 
once. The frequency of cycle counting can be varied to focus management attention on the 
more valuable or important items or to match work processes. Some of the methods 
normally supported by WMS are:   
 
Planned cycle counts are usually performed to ensure financial accuracy. These counts are often 
based on the ABC system, with the highest count frequency for items with the highest 
annual usage value. 
 
Triggered cycle counts are performed when on-hand quantity drops below a predetermined level, 
making the count faster to perform. Usually these counts are performed as the quantity level 
drops to zero. 
 
Discrepancy cycle counts are performed when a task is unable to be completed, e.g. insufficient 
quantity or wrong SKU.  
 
Manual cycle counts are normally performed at the request of authorized operators, e.g. when 
inventory discrepancies are suspected.  

5.4.2 Adjustments 

Inventory adjustments are basic operations for a WMS. If needed the WMS supports 
authorized adjustments of the inventory. After a cycle count, inventory adjustments due to 
damages and discrepancies are often needed. Information normally adjusted is status, 
quantity and location of the inventory. For tracking purposes, every adjustment requires a 
reason-code to be registered in the WMS. 
 

5.4.3 Visibility 

For the items flowing through the warehouse to be properly managed and to provide 
visibility, most systems make use of some kind of license plating. These license plates 
normally contain the same information as that stored in the WMS as item definition. 
Normally the WMS can handle multiple levels of license plates, for example: An item can be 
stored in a box that is placed on a pallet which is loaded into a 20-foot container. In this case 
the item itself and the load carriers within are all license plated, so when the container is 
registered in the WMS to have been shipped to a customer, all contents are shipped as well, 
both in the WMS and physically.  
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Figure 15: License plating (Source: Swisslog (modified)) 

 
Real time visibility is a function common to WMS. Parts can normally be searched based on 
an input, represented by information of the item listed in the WMS (e.g. part number or 
customer code). A typical way of storing information in a WMS is in a hierarchical structure, 
making it possible to drill from total inventory down to item-level. This structure enables the 
user to accurately track inventory on different inventory levels. 
 

 
Figure 16: Hierarchical storage 

5.5 WAVE MANAGEMENT 

Wave management can be a powerful tool to manage and synchronize warehouse processes. 
In order to improve the coordination of warehouse activities, to achieve an efficient flow, 
these can be executed together in a wave. Wave management is about managing these waves 
of activities. Usually wave management is associated with wave picking, but replenishment, 
packing and loading can also be executed in waves.  
 
Normally, waves are created to make certain that a number of activities, with a mutual goal 
(e.g. order picking for a certain shipment), are executed within the required time frame. 
Consequently waves can be broken down into units of time. But waves can also represent 
physical capacity of MHE.  
 
A customer order can generate a vast amount of picks. These picks can be spread over 
multiple zones and areas, require a different amount handling and being picked using 
different pick strategies. All together, this means that the time needed for different picks can 
vary a lot. These differences can however be anticipated and thus the WMS can plan for 
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these differences. This means that all activities associated with a customer order are initiated 
independently to assure that they are all completed before the mutual departure. For 
example before a pick order task is dispatched, the WMS checks for storage quantity. If not 
enough quantity is at hand, the WMS first dispatches a replenishment order for that location. 
The other tasks associated with the same shipment are then dispatched at times and in a 
sequence, in order to make up for this in the planning. Pictured below is an example of how 
an order can be split over multiple areas, this is a good example of an order suitable for wave 
management: 
 
 

 
Figure 17: Pick order suitable for waving 

5.6 PICK MANAGEMENT 

As an order file is received by the WMS, the generation of a pick order is commenced. In 
order to determine the optimal pick locations, the WMS combines the information regarding 
the product that is to be picked, current inventory and the attributes of the pick locations. 
Besides that, the WMS may take things like, inventory rotation methods (e.g. FIFO, FEFO) 
and space utilization into consideration when generating the pick order.  
 
A pick order consists of pick order lines, corresponding to each individual pick. These order 
lines may include a recommendation of the optimal load carrier that is to be used; 
consequently an order may be split over multiple load carriers. Example: For an order 
consisting of 666 units of a single SKU, the WMS will automatically split the order into 3 
individual picks (1 pallet=200 units 1 case=50 units). After completing the pick tasks, the 
order is consolidated. 

 
Figure 18: Splitting of order over load carriers 
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To enable optimal orders, the generated orders undergo a planning process. In this process, 
optimized orders are generated. Different systems take different parameters into 
consideration when generating these optimized pick order.  

5.6.1 Pick methods 

WMS support the use of different pick strategies. Depending on the warehouse 
characteristics and workload, the best pick strategy varies. Generally, three different pick 
strategies are used: 
 
Basic order picking   
In the most basic order-picking method, products are stored in fixed locations on static 
shelving or pallet rack.  An order picker picks one order at a time following a route up and 
down each aisle until the entire order is picked.   
 

 
Figure 19: Basic order picking 

 
Batch picking   
In batch picking, multiple orders are grouped into small batches. An order picker will pick all 
orders within the batch in one pass using a consolidated pick list.   
 

 
Figure 20: Batch picking 

Zone picking  
Zone picking is the order picking version of the assembly line.  In zone picking, the picking 
area is broken up into individual pick zones. Order pickers are assigned a specific zone, and 
only pick items within that zone.  Orders are moved from one zone to the next as the 
picking from the previous zone is completed.  
 

 
Figure 21: Zone picking 
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5.7 CROSS-DOCKING 

Since the easiest way to cut costs is to skip cost driving processes, instead of improving 
them. Cross-docking is a good example of cutting costs for warehouse operations, cutting 
away the two most expensive operations; storing and picking. Consequently, Cross-docking 
is a standard process in most warehouses.  
 
Cross-docking is practically a process of moving incoming goods directly from the receiving 
dock to the shipping dock, thus cutting away two major operations from the 
inbound/outbound process. 
 

 
Figure 22: Cross-docking 

5.7.1 WMS approach to Cross-docking 

Every complete WMS is capable of managing Cross-docking and the approach to this is 
often similar. Usually the Cross-docking process is operated using information received from 
an ASN. As a Cross-docking shipment arrives at the warehouse, the incoming shipment is 
registered in the WMS on a shipment level and receives an inbound order number. Usually 
an outbound order is pending, waiting to be associated with the inbound order. As the 
inbound order is registered, the outbound order is released. The shipment is then physically 
transferred to a despatch location, common for both Cross-docking goods and goods from 
the inventory, bound to the same destination.  

5.8 REPLENISHMENTS 

Well managed replenishments are crucial to any warehouse; a WMS considers 
replenishments as tasks and are consequently dispatched as such to warehouse operators by 
the task management function. There are a number of different replenishment options for 
warehouses, both in terms of when a replenishment task is given and how the movement of 
the replenishment is done. A WMS allows for these options to be optimally chosen and the 
replenishments to be effectively executed, in terms of time and volume. 

5.8.1 Replenishment types 

Each location has got a maximum and a minimum allowed quantity, as the quantity drops 
below the minimum level, a replenishment order is generated by the WMS. The WMS 
calculates the replenishment quantity, taking into account the current levels as well as the 
maximum level allowed. These tasks are then given a priority and put in queue along with 
the other tasks.  
 
Another kind of replenishment is based on the waves generated by the WMS (see section 5.5 
Wave management). As a pick wave is to be dispatched, the WMS checks for storage 
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quantities. If the quantities of an item listed in the pick order is below ordered quantity, the 
WMS generates a replenishment task and gives it a higher priority than that of the pick order 
task. Consequently, as the pick order task is given to an operator, the location has been 
newly replenished and the pick wave can be completed without interruptions. 

5.8.2 Replenishment to production 

Many warehouses are used to directly supply different forms of production with raw 
material. After production the finished goods are put away as Finished Goods Inventory 
(FGI) in the warehouse. These production line replenishments and put away processes 
should be managed by the WMS. The production process is normally controlled by a 
Manufacturing Executing System (MES). For the production process to be well 
synchronized with the replenishment process, the WMS must be able to interface with the 
MES. 
 
 

 
Figure 23: Replenishment to production 

 
Replenishments to production lines are generally conducted according to the “push” or 
“pull” principle, a WMS has to support both of these principals as well as combinations of 
them.  

 
Figure 24: Push principle 

 
When using the Push principle, the WMS follows a predefined schedule for replenishments. 
These scheduled replenishment orders practically contain the Bill of Material (BOM) of the 
production work order. The MES sends this information to the WMS, the BOM is translated 
into order lines by the WMS and the pick-replenishment tasks are then created and 
dispatched to a warehouse operator. 
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Figure 25: Pull principle 

 
Replenishments following the Pull principle are based on the actual consumption of raw 
materials at the production lines. When a replenishment order is generated it is to refill the 
line stock. As the line stock level of a component or raw material has reached a predefined 
level, the MES sends a replenishment order to the WMS. The WMS translates the 
information received from the MES and creates a pick-replenishment task. As with other 
tasks it is then dispatched to a suitable warehouse operator.   

5.9 KITTING 

While many products are stored in warehouses as completed items, others are stored as 
different parts; these parts are then picked and assembled as needed. The postponement of 
assembly operations means that product customization can be performed closer to the time 
of delivery. The main reason for this is to maintain high allocation flexibility, thus decreasing 
capital tie-up. A WMS can normally support these operations, making them more effectively 
executed. In Chapter 6, an example of the kitting process is described with a flowchart. 

5.10 SLOTTING  

Slotting is a name associated with the optimized placement of SKU in the pick locations of 
the warehouse. Slotting can be performed manually, using standard spreadsheets or 
automatically. Many WMS feature some kind of slotting function but stand-alone “Best-of-
Breed” slotting software is also available.  
 
With slotting, the goal is mainly to increase productivity in the warehouse; this is 
accomplished by concentrating pick densities in more efficient areas. Parameters used to 
analyze and find the appropriate areas are:  
 
 Item velocity, 
 Cube usage, 
 Minimum pick face dimensions. 

 
Optimizing the warehouse can lead to faster and more accurate picks, optimal space 
utilization and movement, less congestion and improved load carrier capacity. Besides these 
more direct benefits, some slotting systems include work ergonomics in the analysis, thus 
reducing worker injuries.  
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Streamsoft is a software vendor that has developed“Best-of-Breed” slotting software; this 
can be integrated in any WMS or function as a stand-alone system. Kmart has implemented 
this software and experienced an increase in pick rate of 14% (source: Streamsoft). 

5.10.1 The slotting process 

Before the slotting process may commence, the output data has to be configured satisfyingly. 
The process begins with collection of the information needed for successful slotting, 
typically this might be: 
 
 Warehouse, Area, Address, Zone, Aisle, Bay, Tier 
 Product requirements, Package, Lot, Ownership 
 Location Size, Coordinates, Capacity 
 Storage conditions 
 Standard times 
 Picking statistics 
 Statuses 

 
After the collection is completed, information is exported to the slotting program; the 
program analyzes the information and calculates a more optimal solution. The result of the 
slotting procedure is then imported and the information is used to relocate the pick 
locations. Since the solution is not a guaranteed optimum, there might be reasons to re-run 
the process, if not the process ends. 
 
 

 
Figure 26: The slotting process  

5.11 EXTENDED WMS FUNCTIONS 

Many WMS vendors have begun to offer a variety of extended functionality for their systems 
in order to be more competitive. These extended functions are often available as stand alone 
systems, having little in common with the core functions of a WMS. Consequently, these 
extended functions can be seen as functionality modules attached to the main system. This 
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development is actually quite similar to that of the ERP that offer WMS capabilities as 
functionality modules. As with ERP functionality modules, there are both benefits as well as 
drawbacks with these systems. But the drawbacks are to be considered as minor, due to the 
narrower spectrum of functionality that these extended systems offer. 

5.11.1 Transport Management 

Transportation Management Systems are used to achieve a more efficient use of the 
transportation resources. It helps managing the inbound, outbound and internal shipments 
in order to minimize costs based on the requirements of customer services and trading 
partners. Besides these complete transport management capabilities normally delivered by 
Transport Management Systems or advanced WMS transport management modules, some 
basic features are often standard in most WMS. These basic shipping functions are actually 
to be considered as core functions. Basic features are typically the ability to: 
 
 Print shipping documentation (e.g. bill of lading) 
 Confirm the loading of a shipment 
 Dispatch the truck with the shipment 

5.11.2 Labour/Productivity Management 

This functionality I also often provided by separate systems e.g. Labour Management 
Systems (LMS). It is however common for a WMS to provide with tracking of operator 
process times, like log on/log off times and separate process steps. Besides this it can also 
track labour, storage and MHE utilization. By doing this the WMS can provide with the 
following features: 
 
 Constructing performance metrics 
 Present information for evaluating labour standards 
 Tracking individual performance 
 Planning, forecasting and scheduling of labour 

5.11.3 Yard Management 

Yard management is used to facilitate and organize the coming, going and staging of trucks 
in the parking "yard" that serves a warehouse. These systems are also capable of managing 
the contents of trailers parked outside the warehouse 

5.11.4 Event Management 

Event Management is a term used to describe software functionality that triggers specific 
actions based upon the occurrence of a specific event or combination of events.  
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6 WMS - PROCESSES  

 

The descriptions of processes in this chapter aim to provide an overview of 
general WMS functionality but also add information about functions not 
mentioned in the previous chapter. The reason for this is to give a view of 
how the functions of a WMS are utilized in a context. 

Different systems have different concepts of operations and different warehouses have 
different work routines, depending on the function of it e.g. production replenishment or 
standard warehousing. Because of this, a perfect general picture of the processes within a 
warehouse operating with a WMS is rather difficult to give. But since this thesis focuses on 
the processes within a warehouse of 3PL/4PL providers, the processes aim to be more or 
less general for this type of warehousing operations. The process descriptions in this report 
are based upon the following assumptions about the WMS: 
 
 The WMS has got a complete set of functions 
 It uses RF-technology extensively 
 It is capable of interfacing with external systems 

 
In a warehouse a number of different processes take place; generally these are parts of the 
two major processes: the inbound and outbound warehouse processes. Incorporated in these 
are a large number of other activities. The descriptions of the inbound and outbound 
processes are meant to give an overview of general WMS operations. The inbound process 
contains all the activities surrounding the handling of incoming goods and their way to 
storage locations. The outbound process incorporates all activities concerning handling of 
goods from storage locations to the shipping docks. 
 

 
Figure 27: Inbound - Outbound 

 
 
Besides the inbound and outbound processes, variations of these are described. Other 
processes described are: 
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The return process gives an example on how a WMS can help manage the occurrence of return 
shipments; this is described later in this section. 
 
The purchase process provides a good example on how the WMS can interact with other 
external systems in order to make purchases more effective. 
 
The kitting process describes how the WMS effectively can handle the increasingly more 
common process of picking and assembling parts into completed items.    

6.1 INBOUND 

 
Figure 28: Inbound process 
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1. Information sending 

The ERP sends a purchase order and an ASN to the WMS; this is usually done via EDI, but 
can also be done manually, as described earlier.  

2. Adjust / Maintain master data 

With the purchase order file, the WMS receives master data from the customer ERP. This 
information is then maintained in the system. In case part numbers, new to the WMS are 
delivered, the WMS alerts the warehouse operator, before receipt confirmation. The 
warehouse operator is then instructed to check part characteristics, e.g. dimensions, weight. 
Information regarding new parts is also sent from the customer ERP, this information is 
added to the data fields regarding the part in the WMS. This process is completed at the time 
of the first receipt of a part number. 

3. Receipt planning 

The information received with the Advanced Shipment Notification is used to compose the 
inbound planning. 

4. Assign dock 

Each delivery is assigned to a dock, when the truck arrives it will be placed against the 
predetermined dock. 

5. Unload 

When a truck has arrived the goods are unloaded and arrival date and time at the warehouse 
are registered. The unloaded goods are placed on the assigned staging lane. 

6. Quality and quantity check 

The goods are checked at package level by the warehouse operator. If the goods do not meet 
the expectations (e.g. mismatching quantity, damaged goods.), a report is made on both 
paper and in the WMS. The WMS can in these cases notify and inform the customer ERP. 

7. Return shipment  

Some shipments are returned to the warehouse, these shipments are handled by the WMS. 
There are normally two types of return shipments, authorized and non authorized 
shipments. Authorized shipments are equipped with some sort of id-number, normally a 
RMA or an ICT number. If the shipment is authorized, a special process for handling these 
types of shipments will be initiated (see Return process for details.) 
 

8. Receipt confirmation 

If the information in the ASN matches with the goods that have been received and all 
paperwork are in order, the delivery is confirmed directly into the system. If no ASN is 
available, confirmation is done against the purchase order within the WMS.  
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9. Inbound Quality Control (IQC) 

Before a delivery is put away, an inbound quality control can be made. It can be set up for 
parts of the delivery as well as for the entire delivery. Every part number is set up with IQC 
parameters, specifying need for IQC. For example can it be suitable for new articles to 
undergo quality controls during a predefined time. After putting away the needed quantity 
for control in the IQC staging area, the entire shipment can remain in the standard staging 
area. As long as a shipment is undergoing IQC, parts of that shipment are not available in 
the system, thus being unable to allocate before the shipment has been cleared and released 
from the IQC process. If the IQC results in finding non conforming parts, the WMS 
registers this within the inbound file. All parts of this shipment will have their status changed 
to “Quality inspection”, this can also be done in the customer ERP via EDI. The parts of 
the shipment will now either be returned or reworked.  

10. Put away 

Parts can be put away according to different strategies: 
 
 System generated put away: With this strategy the WMS generates a put away location; the 

put away location is generated based on defined criteria (e.g. customer, supplier, volume, 
dimensions, pallet type, ABC-category, pack size, product family, unit of measure, 
storage conditions or storage area. 

 Semi free location put away: Put away location is restricted only by area restrictions. 
 Free location put away: No restrictions at all for the warehouse operator to choose put away 

location. 

11. Confirm put away 

Put away can be confirmed into the WMS manually or automatically using RF scanning 
devices. Receipt confirmation can be sent to the customer ERP via EDI after put away 
confirmation or receipt confirmation. 

12. Update stock levels 

Stock levels can be updated after receipt confirmation or put away confirmation, when stock 
levels have been updated the receipt confirmation is sent to the customer ERP.  

13. Receipt confirmation to ERP 

The receipt confirmation file is sent to the ERP. 
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6.2 OUTBOUND 

 
 

 
Figure 29: Outbound process 

1. Order file sent 

The ERP of the customer sends an order file to the WMS, this contains a shipping order. 

2. Receive order file 

The WMS receives the order file; this can be of a variety of types, shipping order, build-to-
stock or build-to-order. 

3. Pick wave build 

The WMS provides with a functionality called pick wave building, enabling the warehouse 
operator to select orders for a pick wave using pre defined criteria (e.g. destination, carrier, 
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weight/volume of shipment etc.). The WMS features an overview of available pick waves, 
for the operator to accept or reject. After a pick wave has been accepted, the WMS sends 
information regarding the chosen pick wave to the system of the carrier, thus making 
preliminary planning more successful. After this, all articles of the order are allocated. When 
all articles have been allocated, the WMS will add pick tasks to the task queue. The WMS can 
then split orders over different operators if needed. The WMS supports, in a later stage the 
consolidation of split orders in the staging area.  

4. Merging of pick orders 

The WMS provides with the capability to merge orders destined to the same ship address. 
Original data regarding the orders are kept available for tracking & tracing and future 
reference purposes. If an order is too large for one truckload, the WMS automatically splits 
the shipment into smaller parts, keeping data in register about which goods are in which 
carrier load. 

5. Pick & Pack 

When using RF technology, the WMS distributes pick orders to the employee automatically, 
reserving staging lanes/packing stations for each load. The assigned warehouse operator 
confirms picks by scanning ID tags fitted to the pallet or box associated with the pick. 
Staging lanes are used for pallet picking and for unit/box picking, packing stations are used, 
however in a later stage, these unit/boxes are merged with the pallets in the staging lane. 
After having confirmed a pick, the WMS directs the operator to the assigned staging 
lane/picking station, selected based on the shortest way as selection criterion. When an order 
is completed, the same criterion is used by the WMS to assign the optimal loading dock. 
After the picking of an order has been completed, that is confirmed by the WMS and the 
order is moved to the stage of packing. 
 
Based on given dimensions the WMS selects the package type best suited. At this stage it is 
also possible to verify that the correct quantity has been picked, this is done by scanning the 
quantity picked and then comparing the result with the original order. In case of a mismatch 
the WMS automatically alerts the warehouse operator responsible for the packing. When 
confirming the pack, the WMS features a function that makes it possible to capture physical 
data (e.g. weight and dimensions) concerning the different packages in the order. This 
information can then be sent to the system of the carrier for later use. 

6. Shipping documentation 

After that an order has been completely confirmed, the WMS instructs a warehouse operator 
to print a shipping label and/or packing list for the order. Each of these labels contains a 
unique reference number, later used for tracking & tracing purposes. Before loading, 
transport documents (e.g. customs documents) will be printed by the WMS and included in 
the complete shipment. 

7. Loading 

The warehouse coordinator assigns a dock for the truck. After having the truck placed at the 
dock, the operator scans each package ID and the dock number, this to generate a manifest 
for each load. It is also possible to generate and print a loading list, including order number, 
packages etc. When the truck is leaving its dock loaded, the WMS sends a confirmation via 
EDI to the carrier system. 
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8. Update stock levels 

After having confirmed the shipment, the WMS automatically updates the stock levels. This 
can be followed up by an automatic stock level update at the customer ERP. 

9. Proof of delivery (POD) 

 The WMS is capable of supporting entry of proof of delivery either manually or 
electronically. It can also interface with the carrier system to be able to receive a POD. 
By receiving the POD, the generation of a trigger for the billing process for the customer 
ERP can commence. The WMS itself is also capable of generating such a billing process for 
the customer, based on executed activities within the warehouse.   

6.3 KITTING 

 
Figure 30: Kitting process 
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1. Customer ERP 

The customer ERP sends the kit orders to the WMS. 

2. Kit order file 

The kit order file contains a kit header and kit order lines as described below: 
 

 
Figure 31: Kitting order structure  

3. Availability check 

As a kit order is received by the WMS, the system checks for part availability. The WMS will 
only release kit orders that can be fully completed. 

4. Allocate kit order 

All components belonging to a kit are allocated and the pick orders are planned into waves 
and are later released as normal orders. 

5. Pick kit order 

After that an order has been released, the order becomes visible in the system for the 
warehouse operator. The WMS will then direct the operator to the default pick locations. 

6. Confirm pick at pick locations 

As the warehouse operator picks the different parts of the kitting order, the operator 
registers each pick at each location. The WMS is thereby continuously updated as the picking 
of the kit order proceeds. This information is also sent to the customer ERP and articles that 
have been picked receive the status “work-in-progress” on the customer system. 

7. Assemble kit 

After all parts of a kitting order have been picked, they are either put together to form the 
new article or just prepared for shipping. 

8. Identify kit with labels 

After the pick order has been completed the WMS supplies labels (e.g. bar coded labels), to 
be fitted on to the appropriate package (e.g. cartons, pallets) containing the complete kit. 

9. Confirm kit order 

When all kit orders have been completed, a confirmation to the customer ERP is sent.  
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10. Build to order? 

Build to order means that a process has been executed as a response to an order from a 
customer. If the kit order is of build to order type, the kits will be shipped to the customer 
directly and the customer ERP will be sent a shipping confirmation. If not, the kits are 
received at the warehouse against an Advanced Shipment Notification and are put away at a 
designated location in the warehouse.   

6.4 PURCHASE  

 

 

1. Request 

A purchase can be requested either manually or automatically. An automatic request can be 
triggered in a number of ways;  
 
 It can be triggered by changes in stock levels 
 Via EDI a purchase order can be triggered by a customer ERP or supplier 
 When a kitting order is received from a customer ERP by the WMS, a purchase order 

can be requested based on the Bill of Material following the kitting order, it is also 
possible for a purchase order to be generated manually when needed. 

2. Order generation 

When a purchase order has been requested, the WMS generates a unique order number. 
After being generated the purchase order consists of the following minimum information: 
supplier, part number, quantity, requested delivery date. All information about the supplier is 
maintained by the WMS. 

3. Send order to supplier 

After being generated, the order information is sent to the ERP of the supplier, via EDI if 
available. 

4. Order confirmation 

When a supplier receives a purchase order it sends a confirmation of delivery in return to the 
WMS. This means that the supplier confirms that the purchase order has been received and 
the parts will be delivered. This delivery information is then maintained in the WMS. A 
confirmation of delivery can also be manually entered in the system, based on confirmation 
by fax or email. 
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5. Invoice verification 

Based on information regarding the supplier (e.g. purchase order number reference number), 
invoice can be verified. 

6.5 RETURN SHIPMENT PROCESS 

As mentioned in the inbound process description, a WMS can effectively handle return 
shipments with a separate process. 
 

 
Figure 32: Return handling process 

1. Customer ERP 

The customer ERP sends information regarding a return shipment to the WMS, a pre 
announcement return shipment. 
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2. Pre announcement return shipment 

The information about the return shipment is received by the WMS. The information 
contains essential data regarding the shipment. 

3. Receive return shipment 

The return goods are delivered to the warehouse and are upon arrival checked by the 
warehouse operator. RMA shipments and ICT shipments are identified and treated 
differently. 

4. Receipt confirmation ICT shipment 

ICT shipments are received on a part number level. These articles are identified as “not ok” 
and receive appropriate status in the WMS.  

5. Put away 

After being identified and registered in the WMS, the parts of the ICT shipment are put- 
away. 

6. Receipt confirmation RMA shipment 

RMA shipments are received on a package number level and so is also the receipt 
confirmation for the shipments. 

7. System directed put away 

The packages of the RMA shipment are put away in a pre defined area. 

8. Register part numbers 

The part numbers of the RMA shipment are registered by the warehouse operator. 

9. Test products 

All received products go through testing and inspection procedures.  

10. Receipt process 

If parts from a RMA shipment prove to be ok, a receipt confirmation is sent to the customer 
ERP. This is also the case for parts from ICT shipments. 

11. Scrap and report 

Parts from a RMA shipment that prove to not be ok are scrapped. After scrapping 
procedures the customer ERP is notified. 
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7 CASE STUDY – NOT INCLUDED 

This version is public and does therefore not include the case study. The 
reason for this is that it contains sensitive information. 
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8 THESIS - CONCLUSIONS 

In this the final chapter of the thesis, the conclusions of the thesis as a whole 
are presented. The conclusions are drawn by taking both the knowledge base 
as well as the case part of the thesis into consideration. 

A WMS provides users with a myriad of different functions, each dependent on the 
utilization of various technologies to function as intended. These functions can, by 
themselves or in conjunction with other functions generate significant improvements to a 
warehouse in the following three categories: 
 
 Reduction of operational costs 
 Less capital tied up  
 Increased customer service 

 
But improvements should not be expected to derive from the mere implementation of a 
WMS. A number of other significant factors have to be taken into consideration when 
striving for the effective utilization of a WMS: 
 
 The technology factor is evidently very important for making the most out of WMS 

functionality. Basically, the operation of a WMS is all about information flows; receiving 
and sending the right data, to the right source at the most optimal point in time. As a 
consequence of this, two technologies can be considered to be most vital for effective 
WMS utilization: EDI and RF. 

 
 Since the main purpose of a WMS is to make warehouse processes more effective, a 

warehouse needs to operate close to 100% of its capacity for a WMS to make an actual 
difference. For a warehouse operating well under its maximum capacity, there is not 
much for a WMS to make more effective. As a consequence, improvements in terms of 
the reduction of operational costs are not to be expected in such a case. It can however 
decrease tied up capital as well as increase customer services. 

 
 The impact of the improvements generated by a WMS is obviously dependent on the 

state of the warehouse before the implementation of a WMS. A logistics facility with a 
small storage area, a low number of SKU and few operator tasks can never experience 
the same level of improvement as a logistics facility in the opposite situation. Even when 
operating at 100% of its capacity, the improvements deriving from the implementation 
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of a complete WMS might not financially motivate the implementation. A facility needs 
to reach a certain critical mass for a complete WMS to be motivated. For smaller logistics 
facilities, a more basic WMS might be good enough, especially if there is opportunity to 
add more advanced functions as they become financially motivated.  

 
Even if a complete WMS can be hard to motivate for a smaller facility, the need for WMS 
functions is also influenced by other factors than those related to the facility itself. For a 3PL 
warehouse, a very important factor is customer service demands. The capability to provide 
customers with competitive service solutions is crucial.  
 
The key to effective utilization of WMS is to focus on system capabilities that can make an 
actual difference, without neglecting facts like customer demands. As additional functionality 
becomes required, it should be easy to expand system capabilities in order to meet these new 
requirements.  
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9 ACRONYMS 

APS Advanced Planning and Scheduling 
ASN Advanced Shipment Notification 
BOM Bill Of Material 
EAN European Article Numbering 

EDI Electronic Data Interchange 
EDIFACT Electronic Data Interchange for Administration and Commerce and Transportation 
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 
FEFO First Expire First Out 
FGI Finished Goods Inventory 
FIFO First In First Out 
ICT Inter Company Transfer 
LMS Labour Management System 
MES Manufacturing Execution System 
MHE Material Handling Equipment 
MRP 1 Material Requirements Planning 
MRP 2 Manufacturing Resource Planning 
PO  Purchase Order 
RMA Return Material Authorization 
SCE Supply Chain Execution 
SCM Supply Chain Management 
SKU Stock Keeping Unit 
TMS Transportation Management System 
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network 
WIP Work In Process 
WMS Warehouse Management System 
XML eXxtensible Markup Language 
YMS Yard Management System 
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10 GLOSSARY 

In the glossary, explanations to words and acronyms not fully clarified in the 
text are presented. 

ABC classification 
It is a method used to categorize inventory into groups based upon certain activity 
characteristics. Examples of ABC classifications would include ABC by velocity (times 
sold), ABC by sales, ABC by quantity sold / consumed, ABC by average inventory 
investment, ABC by margin. ABC classifications are used to develop inventory planning 
policies, set count frequencies for cycle counting, slot inventory for optimized order 
picking, and other inventory management activities. 
Example (with categorization based on sales volume): 
 
The items are categorized into the A, B or C category, usually according to the following 
criteria: 
 
A items: Items categorized as A items belong to the smallest group of items. The items in this 
category represent 75-80% of sales volume, but only 15-20% of the total inventory items. 
Obviously, these items are paid the most of management attention. 
 
B items: These items represent 5-10% of sales volume and 20-25% of the total inventory 
items. Accordingly, less attention is paid to this category of items. 
 
C items: Items belonging to this category represents 60-65% of the total items in the 
inventory; they do however only represent 10-15% of the total sales volume and are, 
consequently, paid the least of management attention. 
 
Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS) 
 
Software system designed to integrate with ERP and MRP systems to enhance the short 
term production planning and scheduling systems that are notoriously inadequate in MRP 
systems.  APS systems have extensive programming logic that allows them to be more 
effective in dealing with rapidly changing customer demands. 
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Cycle counting  
 
This refers to the physical counting of stock on a continuous basis, rather than counting 
stock periodically. A cycle is the time required to count all items in the inventory at least 
once. The frequency of cycle counting can be varied to focus management attention on the 
more valuable or important items or to match work processes. Some of the systems used are:  
 
 ABC system with the highest count frequency for items with the highest annual usage 

value,  
 Reorder system when stocks are counted at the time of order,  
 Receiver system with counting when goods are received,  
 Zero balance system to count items when a backorder situation is reached to confirm 

that no stock is held,  
 Transaction system where stocks are counted after a specified number of transactions. 

 
First Expire First Out (FEFO) 
 
FEFO indicates that the SKU with the earliest expiry date will be picked first. 
 
First In First Out (FIFO) 
 
FIFO indicates the SKU with the longest time in storage will be picked first. 
 
Manufacturing Execution System (MES) 
 
Software systems designed to integrate with enterprise systems to enhance the shop floor 
control functionality that is usually inadequate in ERP systems. MES provides for shop floor 
scheduling, production and labour reporting, integration with computerized manufacturing 
systems such as automatic data collection and computerized machinery.  
 
Material Requirements Planning (MRP I) 
 
A system to support manufacturing and fabrication organizations by the timely release of 
production and purchase orders using the production plan for finished goods to determine 
the materials required to make the product. Orders for dependent demand items are phased 
over time to ensure that the flow of raw materials and in-process inventories matches the 
production schedules for finished products.  
 
 
Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP II) 
 
A method for effective planning of all resources within a manufacturing company; ideally it 
addresses operational planning in units, financial planning in money, and has a simulation 
capability to answer what if questions. It is made up of a variety of functions, each linked 
together: business planning, master (or production) planning, master production scheduling, 
material requirements planning, capacity requirements planning and the execution systems 
for capacity and priority. Outputs from these systems would be integrated with financial 
reports such as the business plan, purchase commitment report, shipping budget, stock 
projections in money etc. Manufacturing resource planning is a direct out-growth and 
extension of material requirements planning (MRP-1). 
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 moderate to high picks per order may benefit from wave picking. Wave picking may be used 
to isolate orders by specific carriers, routes, or zones. 
 
Stock Keeping Unit (SKU)  
 
SKU Refers to a specific item in a specific unit of measure.  For example, if you distributed 
thirty-weight motor oil in both quarts and gallons you would maintain the inventory as two 
SKUs even though they are both thirty-weight motor oil.  
  
Supply Chain Management (SCM) 
 
SCM is the integration and coordinated execution of all the business processes used to 
plan and execute the flow of material, goods, products and related information between the 
many sources and points of use throughout the supply chain in order to achieve the best 
overall, system wide performance in terms of total cost, on-time (just-in-time) delivery and 
minimum in-process inventories across the network of suppliers, factories and trading 
partners that comprise the supply chain. 
 
Work-In-Process (WIP)  
 
WIP generally describes inventory that is currently being processed in an operation or 
inventory that has been processed through one operation and is awaiting another operation. 
Is actually a financial account that contains the dollar value of all inventory, labour, and 
overhead that has been issued to production but has not yet produced a finished product.  
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11.2 PRODUCT INFORMATION 

The references presented below have been provided by the different WMS vendors. 

11.2.1 Red Prairie 

Red Prairie Concept of Operations WMS – Confidential 
 
Red Prairie Exel Low End Template Functional Analysis - v2 
 
Mid-Market WMS Deployment 

11.2.2 Swisslog 

Swisslog_WM_Overview_2004 
 
FlowTrak Simmerman-02-03-01 
 
Guide Picking 
 
Swisslog Picking Manual 

11.2.3 Industri Matematik International 

IMI Warehouse product fact sheet 
 
Warehouse-Slotting 
 
Warehouse-Waving 

11.2.4 Global Transportation Software 

GTS2000, product information 

11.3 INTERVIEWS 

The following individuals have been interviewed repeatedly during the study: 
 
Anders Anderberg, Swisslog 
 
Stefan Engewall, Industri-Matematik International (IMI) 
 
Anders Ödlund, Global Transportation Software (GTS) 
 
Lars Svennungsson, Exel 
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